South Shore Beaches Are Now Reopened to Swimming

**NANTUCKET, Mass.** – The Town of Nantucket announces that all south shore beaches have been reopened for swimming and recreational activities after extensive debris recovery efforts. The cleanup was initiated after a blade damage incident involving one of Vineyard Wind's offshore wind turbines on Saturday, July 13.

The majority of the debris has been cleared; however lifeguards will continue to monitor the water for any remaining floating debris, and regular updates will be provided to ensure ongoing safety.

**Important Recommendations:**
- While the beaches are now open, visitors are advised to wear appropriate footwear while walking along the beach.
- Please continue to leave pets at home to ensure their safety.

We appreciate the swift actions of lifeguards and staff in clearing the debris and making it possible to reopen the beaches. All our staff are wearing appropriate footwear and proper PPE when handling debris.

To report any remaining debris, please contact:

- Ian Campbell, Vineyard Wind Director of Environmental & Permitting Compliance
  - Phone: 781-983-8943
  - Email: icampbell@vineyardwind.com

Reports of debris can also be sent to the cleanup contractor here.

The Town of Nantucket reminds everyone to stay safe and enjoy the beautiful beaches.
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